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n teachingbiology,theremaybe a tendencyto concentratetoo much on the descriptiveaspectsof the subject. A well-roundededucationin the biologicalsciences
also requiresexperiencein the gatheringand statistical
analysis(interpretation)of quantitativedata from field
or laboratorystudies. There are numerous mathematical tools and computer programs to help us do this
today.Introducingstudents to some of these tools and
theirpracticalapplicationsshould be part of everybiology class.One of these tools is known as Bayesiananalysis. The specificpurposes of this reportare to:
* IntroduceBayes'formula.
* Demonstrate its application to the biological
problemof pedigreeanalysis.
* Illustratethat Bayes'formula and non-Bayesian
or "classical"methods of probabilitycalculation
may yield differentanswers.
It is the authors'hope to alert biology teachersto
this potential disparityand to underscore the importance of Bayes'formulain pedigreeanalysisand a wide
rangeof other biologicalapplications.
Typicalapplicationsof the Bayesianmethod involve
estimationof an unobservableparameterthat describes
an entire population using observable(objective)data
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derived by sampling techniques (Ledley, 1965). For
example, a clinical trial might be designed to test the
effectivenessof a drug in reducingthe incidence of diabetes in a test group of individualsas comparedwith a
control group of individuals who do not receive the
drug,both groups being matchedas closely as possible
in all other respects (age, sex, lifestyles,health profiles,
etc.). Bayesianmethods areespeciallyuseful for analyzing more complex multivariateproblems such as clinical trialsdesigned to simultaneouslygatherdata on two
or more variables(e.g., age and drug treatment,or age,
sex, and drug treatment).
Awarenessof so-calledBayesianstatisticscertainly
is appropriateat the introductorycollege level. It also
could be introducedat the high school level were it not
for the fact that manybiology teachershave been shortchangedin theirformalstatisticaleducation.This unfortunatesituationis likely to continueunless they receive
help fromsourceslike TheAmericanBiologyTeacher.
We
believe our papercould be a firststep towardproviding
the kind of help they need. In applyingthe information
in this report,biology teachersshould try to focus their
students' attentionon the fact that there often is more
than one way to analyzebiologicaldata and that different analyticalprocedures may lead to different solutions, rather than focusing merely on the empirical
results of a statistical analysis. They should also be
made awareof the assumptionsunderlyingthe use of
any statisticaltool. Forexample,applyingan analysisof
variance to compare populations that do not roughly
conformto normal distributionsinvalidatesthe results.
Students should at least be made aware that there are
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statisticaltools, e.g., the Kruskal-Wallistest, for analyzing non-normaldata distributions.This report demonstratesthat Bayesianand non-Bayesiananalysesof pedigrees may or may not give the same results,forcingthe
investigatorin the lattercase to makevaluejudgements.
We also suggest criteriafor determiningwhich method
is likely to be more appropriate,and we provide "howto"examplesof both types of analyses.A thirdmethod
(Norton, 1937) for analyzing pedigrees is presented
that yields the same result as the Bayesianmethod,
therebyvalidatingthat approach.We are not awareof
any basic genetics textbook that explains either the
value of Bayes'formulaor how to use it in the analysis
of pedigrees. Likewise, Norton's formula does not
appearin these books.

Historical Background
The English nonconformist minister and mathematicianThomasBayes(1702-1761)has been called the
Father of Inductive Probability(Anonymous 2). Ever
since his pioneeringwork,the field of statisticsseems to
have been divided into two camps, the Bayesiansand
the Non-Bayesians(or frequentists).
[N]eithersidecan clearlybe shownto bewrong.When
priorprobabilities
aregivenas data,theNon-Bayesean
(sic)generallyhasno objectionto theuseof Bayes(sic)
formula, but whenpriorprobabilitiesare lackinghe
deplorestheBayesean'stendencyto makethemup out
of thinair.
(Anonymous I)

When using Bayesian methods to quantify the
probabilitythat a hypothesis is correct,unknown
quantitiesare describedby a joint probabilitydistribution.As each piece of evidenceis broughtinto
the equation,the effectis conditionalon all previous evidence.Assumingthat eachpiece of evidence
gives no informationabout any other piece of evidence avoids this difficulty.However,conditional
independence does not always hold (Anonymous
2). Thereinlies the basis of much of the controversy over the use of Bayesianinference.
Theaxiomsof probabilitytheoryand the algebraic
rules for manipulatingprobabilitiesthat follow
from themaregenerallyacceptedby bothclassical
and Bayesianstatisticians- evenBayes's(sic) theorem is not questionedwith respectto its algebraic
validity.The controversy
concernsonly the definition and interpretation
of probabilities,not their
algebraicmanipulation.
(Weber,197)
As long as all the pertinentdata (pieces of evidence) become available,does it make any difference(to the probabilitythat our hypothesisis
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correct)whether these data are consideredrandom or deterministic?A partialanswer to this
question will be presented at the conclusion of
this report.

Bayes' Formula
At the heart of Bayesianmethodologyis Bayes'formula (also calledBayes'theorem).TounderstandBayes'
formula,one must first understandthe notion of conditional probability.In words,for two randomeventsA
and B, the "conditionalprobabilityof A, given B"refers
to the chanceA will occurunder the suppositionthat B
has occurred.Forexample,shufflea deck of cards,then
define A = {we deal an ace] and B = {we deal a king].
Then while the probabilitiesof A and B are both 4/52,
the conditionalprobabilityof A, given B, equals 4/51.
Why? Because the supposition that B has occurred
removes one king from the originaldeck of 52 cards,
leaving only 51 cards (4 of which are aces). In mathematics,we denote these values by P(A) = P(B) = 4/52
and P(AIB) = 4/51, respectively.Theverticalbar(I) may
be read as "given."
Note in the above example that the conditional
probabilityof B givenA is also 4/5 1:P(BIA) = 4/5 1. This
is coincidental to the symmetry of events A and B.
Bayes'formulagives the general relationshipbetween
these two conditionalprobabilities:
P(BjA) = P(B) x P(AI B)
P(A)
(One can easilyverifythat the fourvalues fromour previous example satisfy this equation.)The derivationof
this formulais not complicatedand appearsin many
standardprobabilityand statisticstexts (e.g., Pecket al.,
2001; Mendenhallet al., 2003).
As noted before, the controversysurroundingsocalled Bayesianmethods stems not from the validityof
this formula,but ratherthe appropriatenessof viewing
certain events as "random"and, thus, describablein
terms of probability.In what follows, we will consider
two examples: one in which Bayes' formula and the
"classical"(frequentist)approachyield the same mathematicalresult,and one in which they disagree,followed
by an independent third method that validates the
Bayesianapproach.

Pedigree Analysis
The following example is not typical of statistical
applicationsof the Bayesianmethod becauseit involves
only a smallamountof dataconcerningthe genotypeof
a single individual in a specific pedigree rather than

estimationof a parameterin an entirepopulation.It is,
however,a realexampleof the simplesttype of Bayesian
analysis,where the estimand(an unobserved quantity
for which statisticalinferencesare made) and an individual item of data each have only two possible values
(Gelman,1995). Supposethatblackhaircolorin guinea
pigs is governed by a dominant gene (B) and brown
color is produced when its recessive allele (b) is in
homozygous condition (bb). Consider the pedigree in
Figure1.

Let us pause here brieflyto understandthe elementsof
the formula.
* The left-handterm,P(H I E, G), representsthe a
posterioriprobabilitythat the hypothesis H is
true, given both the evidence E and the genetic
context G.
* The P(H I G) termis the a prioriprobabilityof H,
given G. In Bayesianterms,P(H I G) reflectsour
"priorbelief' in H before the evidence E is considered.
* The termP(E I H, G) is called the likelihood,and
gives the probabilitythat our evidence E would
occur, assuming the hypothesis H and backgroundinformationG are true.

(

GenerationI
1
Generation11

b
~~~2

B-

Both parents(11 and 12) in generationI are phenotypicallyblack and geneticallyheterozygous(Bb).Their
male offspring(Ill) is black,but its genotypeis incompletely known (B-). Barringmutation, the process of
meiosis should produceB and b gameteswith equal frequenciesin the parents,just like the tossing of a coin is
expected to produce equally frequent heads or tails
events.The unconditional a priorigenotypicprobabilities for all possible offspringin generation11are 1/4 BB:
1/2 Bb:1/4 bb.We note that among the black progeny,
heterozygotes(Bb) are expected to be twice as frequent
as homozygotes (BB); a 2:1 ratio respectively.Thus,
once we see that the phenotypeof the maleoffspringIll
is black,we can then predict the conditional a posteriori probability(among all possible black offspring)that
III is heterozygous= 2/3.
Bayes'formulawill now be used to derivethe same
answer (although in other pedigrees this may not
alwaysbe true,as will be shown later).To do so, we will
rewritethe previousformulaslightly.We may interpret
Bayes'formulaas a rule forrevisingbelief in a hypothesis H (i.e., the probabilityof H) given certainevidenceE
and background information,or genetic context, G.
Bayes'formulathen states:
P(H IF,G) = P(HIG)P(EIH,G)
Notice that, in addition to a notationalchange (H
for B and F for A), all elements of this probabilityformula are now conditionalupon the genetic context, G.

* The denominatorP(E i G) is independent of H
and can be regardedas a normalizingor scaling
constant.
* The backgroundinformationG is a conjunction
of all other statements relevant to determining
P(H I G) and P(E I G). (Stutz, 1994)
With regardto the pedigreein Figure1, our context
G is the fact that the genotypesof parentsI1 and 12 are
known for certainto be heterozygous(Bb);our hypothesis H is that 11is heterozygous(Bb);and our evidence
E is that III is black.Now, we must calculatethe terms
on the right-handside of Bayes'formula.
* Within the context G, the a prioriprobabilityof
H (i.e., without considering the evidence E) is
1/2, since half of all possible offspringfrom two
heterozygote parents are expected to be heterozygous.Thatis, P(H I G) = 1/2.
* If our hypothesis H is true and II is heterozygous, then II1 is guaranteedto be black (since
black dominates). That is, conditional on H
being true,E must be true.Thus, the "likelihood"
term P(E I H,G) equals 1 in this case.
* Lastly,in the context G of two heterozygousparents, there is a 3/4 probabilityan offspringwill
be black (all possible outcomes except bb).
Hence, P(E G) = 3/4.
Now the probabilitythat our hypothesis H is correct,
afterconsideringthe conditionalevidence E that III is
observedto be black,in the geneticcontext G of his parents being known heterozygotes, can be calculated
using Bayes'formula:
P(j,)

P(HIG)P(EIH,G)
P(FI}G)

(1/2)(1)
(3/4)

2
-3

Thatis, Bayes'formulagives a resultidenticalto the
"classical"(frequentist)approachwe took previously.
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hypothesis H = (1111is Bb}, given the evidence E
= {III1is black}.This will requireone additional
set of calculations.To that end, let us initially
allow all possible genotypes for 1111to be produced, as shown in Figure3.

Figure2.
Generation I

Generation 11

Generation III

B
2

B
1
Bb

B

1

2
B1

The totala prioriprobability,among all possible offspring in generationIII, of producing an individualof
genotype Bb is found by summationof the three asterisk-labeled probabilities in Figure 3: 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/8 =

1/2. Thatis, in the geneticcontext G providedby Figure
1 is
2, the a prioriprobabilityof the hypothesisH that III
Bb equals 1/2.
If now we are given the additionalevidence E that
1111is black, Bayes'formulacan be used to modify our

Without the use of Bayes'
theorem, let us analyze the
pedigreein Figure2. Giventhe |112:BB(1/2)
genetic context that 112 and
1111 are both phenotypically
black, our objectiveis to deter- 1111:
BB(1/2)
mine the probabilitythatIIII is
Probability:
(1/4)
heterozygous(Bb).The calculation requiresthe foursteps displayed below. In Steps 2 and 3,
we will use a more basic fact from probability: if the
probability of an event A is p,, and the conditional probability of event B given A is P2, then the probability of
the joint event {A and BI equals the product of (P,)(P2).
1. Considering the genotypes of generation I, the
probability that 112 is BB equals 1/2 and the
probability that 112is Bb equals 1/2.
2. In the case that 112is BB, the conditional proba1 is Bb equals 1/2. Hence, P(II2 is BB
bility that III
and 1111is Bb) = (1/2)(1/2) = 1/4.
3. In the case that 112is Bb, the conditional probability that 1111is Bb equals 2/3, as calculated in
the previous example. Hence, P(112is Bb and 1111
is Bb) = (1/2)(2/3) = 2/6 = 1/3.

Figure3.
112:Bb(1/2)

or
Bb(1/2)

BB(1/4)

Bb(1/4)

bB(1/4)

bb(1/4)

(1/4)*

(1/8)

(1/8)*

(1/8)*

(1/8)

)

belief in the previoushypothesis H (viz, the probability
that 1111is Bb is 1/2). We have computed P(H I G) in
the precedingparagraph.By the same reasoning as in
our first example-if 1111is of genotype Bb, then she
must be phenotypicallyblack-the likelihoodtermagain
equals 1. Finally,we use the branchingdiagramaboveto
compute the denominatorof Bayes'formula:
P(E I G) = P(III1is black I G) = 1 - P(III1is brown I G)
= 1 - 1/8 = 7/8.

In the last step, we have used the fact that the
brown allele (b) is recessive,and hence 1111is phenotypically brown only if she is genotypically bb.
Therefore,using Bayes'formula,the probabilitythatIII1
is Bb (H), given evidenceE that 1111is black (B-),in the
genetic context G that 112may be either BB or Bb with
probabilitiesof 1/2 each, is:

4. If the approach taken in Steps 1, 2, and 3 is valid,
then we find the total probability that 1111is Bb
by adding the probabilities of Steps
2 and 3:
P(H
E,G) = P(HIG)P(EIH,G)
P(H
1/4 + 1/3 = 3/12 + 4/12 = 7/12.
~~P(E
IG)

(1/4 + 1/8 + 1/8)(1)
1-(1/8)

= 1/2
7/8

4
7

In the previous calculation, the state-

ment that 1111 is phenotypically
black was not treatedas a random event (which
would carrya probability),but ratheras a known
fact. We now analyze the same pedigree with
Bayes' formula, to find the probabilityof the
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Notice that Bayes' solution (4/7) disagrees with the
"classical"solution (7/12).

continuedon page182

Thus, the probabilitythat 1111is heterozygous(Bb)

Bayesian Statistics for Biological Data:
Pedigree Analysis
continuedfrom
page180

is 1 - (3/7) = 4/7, in agreement with the solution that

was derivedaboveby use of Bayes'theorem.

An equivalentway to summarize the data for all
blackindividualsin the branchingdiagramis as follows.
Types of Pedigrees
112

1111

Combined
Probabilities Ratio

BB(1/2)

BB(1/2)

1/4 = 2/8

2

BB(1/2)

Bb (1/2)

1/4 = 2/8

2*

Bb (1/2)

BB(1/4)

1/8

Bb (1/2)

Bb (1/2)

1/4 = 2/8

1
2**
Total= 7

Thus, the a posteriorihypothesis that 1111is Bb is
expected to be true in 4 of every 7 pedigrees of this
kind. Step 3 of the non-Bayesianprocedure did not
allow the unconditionala prioriproductionof all possible genotypesin generationIIIbeforecombiningprobabilities under the condition that 1111is black, as illustratedin Figure3 and verifiedby the use of Bayes'formula.In this particularpedigree,the non-Bayesiansolution (7/12 = 0.5833) and the solution using Bayes'formula (4/7 = 0.5714) arevery nearlythe same. However,
there is a net probabilitydecreaseof 0.0119 using the
Bayesian approach. It might seem intuitively that
Bayesianprobabilitiesshould always be greater than
probabilities derived by non-Bayesian methods.
However,this one exampleillustratesthat this may not
alwaysbe true.

Comparison with a Third Method
In 1937, H. W. Norton developed generalformulas
for calculatingthe probabilityof homozygosis among
individuals exhibiting dominant phenotypes in pedigrees. These formulaswere generatedindependentlyof
Bayes'theorem.Accordingto Norton,if two parentalBindividuals in a pedigree have probabilitiesu and v,
respectively,of being homozygous (BB),the proportion
p of BBindividualsamong theirB-progenyis:
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